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What factors should DRONEDEK look for before 
piloting in a city?

FAA approval

Drone providers

Drone readiness states Income

Education level

Burglary rate
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Cary, NC Christiansburg, VA Las Vegas, NV

DRONEDEK should pilot in cities that have 
implemented drone-friendly policies



DRONEDEK should target Cary for its young 
population and high income
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#7
North Carolina is ranked 7th

in the U.S. in terms of  drone 

readiness

$106,000
Cary’s median household 

income implies residents likely 

have discretionary income

Drone delivery in Cary isn’t 

unheard of  — UPS used a 

drone to deliver drugs from 

CVS in late 2019. 

DRONEDEK can equip 

Wing drones with its 

proprietary technology

39
With a median age of  39, 

Cary’s population is relatively 

young and more likely to 

adopt newer technologies



A staggering 1 in 10 

Americans are 

diagnosed with diabetes.

Of  these diabetics, one 

in five control their 

condition with some 

formulation of  insulin.

1

2

3

Required on a 

regular basis 

Theft is high since 

it is expensive

Strict temperature 

control
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How many people need regular, secure and 
temperature-controlled delivery? 7.4 million.



DRONEDEK should pilot in Christiansburg 
because drone delivery has already taken off
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#5
Virginia is ranked 5th in the 

U.S. in terms of  drone 

readiness

89%
of  people would like to try or 

have tried drone delivery

Wing drones can be outfitted 

with DRONEDEK's patented 

technology.

1st
FAA approved drone 

delivery city

87%
of  people reported that they 

liked the idea of  drone delivery
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#4
Nevada is ranked 4th in the 

U.S. in terms of  drone 

readiness

Urban
Harsh climate and large

diverse population make Las 

Vegas a perfect city for 

conducting pilot program

Ranked as one of  the top 

cities with a free business 

environment and a good place 

to live with high ratings in 

housing, startups and 

healthcare.

638/100,000 population

High burglary rate
DRONEDEK can integrate its 

patented technology into 

Airspace Link's drones.

DRONEDEK should pilot in Las Vegas for its crime 
rate and drone-friendly regulations
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E-commerce/
stores

CustomerShipping 
Service

Amazon

CVS

USPS

UPS stores

FedEx

Campus students and staff

Senior citizens

Busy white collar

Commercial partnerships

9

DRONEDEK should approach both businesses and 
individual consumers



DRONEDEK should evaluate its performance 
through the following KPIs:

Target: 40,000 deliveries in the first six months with growth rate of  
2% monthly.

Number of  orders delivered

Growth rate

Monthly active users

Customer acquisition cost

Customer satisfaction

Utilization factor
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To diversify revenue streams, DRONEDEK 
should help expand infrastructure

Be a part of  drone delivery infrastructure:

• Incorporate a flight management system that relies on sensors and wireless 
communication of  the smart mailbox, acting as Collision Avoidance Systems.

• The mailboxes can act as an intermediary charging stations for long flight 
drone deliveries.

Install shared mailboxes (Public shared mailbox)

• Introducing the concept of  public mailboxes and charging customers based on 
fixed cost and time usage.

• Compartmentalize existing  product design to create shared secure space 
within a single unit.
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DRONEDEK’s biggest risks are regulatory and 
competitive

Impact
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Risk Likelihood/Impact Mitigation Strategies

A competitor 

creates a low-cost 

alternative

Federal or local 

regulations 

change, creating 

an unfavorable 

environment

x

x

Medium/High

Low/High

Diversify delivery methods: look into 

delivery through autonomous vehicles 

or target customers who will not 

compromise on security.

DRONEDEK can offer multiple 

products to target price-sensitive 

customers.

DRONEDEK can also lock in 

customers through introductory deals.
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Thank you!
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Appendices
Have a question? We have an answer.
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• DRONEDEK is currently considering — in addition to its upfront installation fees —
a subscription-based model. The rates are around $10 for residential and small 
commercial consumers for the first two years.

• Although in a different industry, we compared this with other streaming services 
because most of  DRONEDEK’s customers are likely to use these products — we 
contextualize DRONEDEK’s fee with other goods in its customers’ baskets.

• Over 70% of  people with more than one subscription service said it was worth it 
(Mintel). This is likely higher when looking at consumers with higher income, since 
they have more discretionary income.

Appendix A: DRONEDEK’s subscription 
fees are comparable to other services

DRONEDEK

$10.5

Netflix

$13.5

Amazon

$12.99

Disney+Hulu Discovery+ Apple TV

$5.99 $6.99 $7.99 $9.99
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Approved intellectual property portfolio for 

receiving and storing parcels

Consumers enjoy the convenience of  receiving 

packages throughout the day

Product differentiator: Storing packages safely in 

a temperature-controlled vault

S

T

W

O

Dependency on the drone operating firm for 

technology integration

High installation costs

Need to partner with retailers

Decreasing logistic costs for companies, especially 

last mile delivery

Developing market for e-commerce delivery 

through drones

Customer preference to choose environment 

friendly delivery

Volatile regulatory environment with policies 

on drone delivery changing frequently

A more affordable alternative developed by 

competitors

Patent infringement and other legal risks
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Appendix C: DRONEDEK should distribute 
pilot receptacles in the following way:

Total pilot 

receptacles 

manufactured

1 We allocated the number of  receptacles to distribute across the cities based on population. To further determine where in a city these receptacles should be 

placed, we recommend conducting a population density study.

Cary, NC

Christiansburg, VA

Las Vegas, NV

Public-use receptacles

Private receptacles for commercial/residential use

Public-use receptacles

Private receptacles for commercial/residential use

Public-use receptacles

Private receptacles for commercial/residential use

20%1

2.5%

77.5%

10%

90%

10%

90%

90%

10%
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More about DRONEDEK’s business model
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SOURCE: IBIS WORLD INDUSTRY REPORT OD5561 

Packing & Shipping Service Franchises
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SOURCE: IBIS WORLD INDUSTRY REPORT OD5561 20



Impact of the top three strategic imperatives 
on the DIB market 

21SOURCE: Frost & Sullivan 21
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